
This comprehensive set of resources will support you in ensuring that your students stay 
positive and motivated and most importantly, that their education and mental health do not 
suffer!

Package 2 Online Provision

FACT SHEET

Ensuring education remains a main priority.

What’s included?

5 x Presentations with explanation videos and audio.
These fast-paced, colourful and high-energy presentations take a 3-step approach to mastery - Watch.Read.Do. 
Students are encouraged to ‘watch’ the presentation twice, ‘read’ through the tasks and then ‘do’ the tasks. Each 
presentation will take around 60 minutes to Watch.Read.Do.

Reading techniques: skim, intensive, extensive, scan

Notetaking techniques: 5 R’s, Mapping, outlining, marginal

3 weird revision tips: engaging your 5 senses

Technique Planner: Creating order in the chaos (Template and task included – create a planner, unique to you!)

Positive Affirmations: focusing on manifesting happiness (Template and task included – what are your dreams? 
How can you boost productivity?)

’30 days of Grateful’: focusing on the importance of gratitude (Template and task included – what are YOU grateful 
for?)

MAD move – brain activity to increase concentration and happy brain chemicals! – video

f r o m  P o s i t i v e l y  M A D

Part 1: STUDY
Introductory video
Explanation of: Watch.Read.Do
Fully audio narrated
Includes notesheet

Coping with COVID-19 Presentation
Our comprehensive guide to keeping on top of your child’s mental health and educational 
wellbeing including resources such as;

A look at our Priority Grid using the Coronavirus as the topic

Useful links to helpful resources and information

Our guide to protecting yourself from fake news

How to stay productive during these testing times
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FACT SHEET

A Guide to Mind Mapping: focus on dual coding (task included: create a mind map for all 5 presentations!)

f r o m  P o s i t i v e l y  M A D
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MAD move – brain activity to increase concentration and happy brain chemicals! – video

Part 2: REVISE
Introductory video
Explanation of: Watch.Read.Do
Fully audio narrated
Includes notesheet

Cheat Sheet: focus on interleaving (task included: create a cheat sheet on a chosen topic) 

Method Application page: focus on spaced retrieval practice (task and template included: use this to learn parts of 
the human eye!)

The Feynman technique: learn, teach, regroup, repeat (task included: tell someone what you’ve learnt then fill in the 
gaps!)

MAD move – brain activity to increase concentration and happy brain chemicals! – video

Part 3: RECALL
Introductory video
Explanation of: Watch.Read.Do
Fully audio narrated
Includes notesheet

Past Paper Guidance: Incorporating Exam Time Planner & Recall After Learning (task included: imagine you’re 
taking an exam!)

The RICE Exam System: a full-proof way guide to managing your exams (task included! Test yourself using 
PETAL!) 

Circle of control: reducing stress by only focusing on what you CAN control (task and template included: what does 
your circle look like?)

MAD move – brain activity to increase concentration and happy brain chemicals! – video

Part 4: RESILIENT
Introductory video
Explanation of: Watch.Read.Do
Fully audio narrated
Includes notesheet

Fixed & Growth mindset challenge: turn that frown upside down… literally (task and template included: look at your 
own mindset)

D.O.S.E your stress: learn what makes your brain happy (task included! Create a mind map!) 
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8 x Technique Templates
30 days of grateful: gratitude is the key to positivity, this template will show students how to focus on the bigger 
picture rather than the intense reality of the pandemic

Emotional Backpack: The pandemic is a strange time for us all to be living through and sometimes it will be difficult 
to split the negatives from the positives. It’s easy for us to think about all of the things that we CAN’T do, but how 
about all of the things that we CAN do?

Circle of Control: working as a follow on from ‘emotional backpack’, this template shows how to organize thoughts 
into ones which CAN and ones which you CANNOT be controlled, thus easing pressure and stress

Fixed & Growth Mindset: negative thought is the default setting for most, so this template shows students how to 
flip their negative thoughts into positive ones

Method Application Page: pictures, repetition and keywords are all essential tools to improve our memory and 
recall, this template shows students how to learn something, test themselves and then recall it weeks and months 
later

Technique Planner: humans are creatures of habit and we crave routine. This handy planner shows how to organize 
tasks into a straightforward plan of action, thus increasing efficiency and productivity!

The RICE Exam System: exams are tough, but this handy guide shows how to increase metacognition and 
thoughtfulness in an exam and provides a structured plan for ensuring the questions are answered thoroughly

Intrinsic/Extrinsic Motivation: motivation is a difficult skill to master. Some of us are motivated by rewards such as 
status and money, whilst others are motivated by internal peace and happiness. It’s essential that we are aware of 
each type of motivation, so we can tap into the relevant ones at the relevant time!

Balance: the importance of (task included: examine yourself and your priorities)

MAD move – brain activity to increase concentration and happy brain chemicals! – video

Part 5: MOTIVATE
Introductory video
Explanation of: Watch.Read.Do
Fully audio narrated
Includes notesheet

Intrinsic & Extrinsic Motivation: Incorporating positive thinking (task and template included: where does your 
motivation come from?)

Motivation chemicals: learn which chemicals push us to reach our goals positively (task included! positive vs 
negative thinking)
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Supportive Presentation for Parents
Emotional backpack: ‘pack up your troubles and smile’ the song says, but we all know it’s not that easy. This 
process shows students how to ‘unpack’ their emotions into a logical and manageable set of thoughts!

The Feynman Technique: this is the perfect way to become involved in your child’s learning. This technique 
encourages the student to revise, then teach someone who knows nothing about the subject, what they have 
revised. The idea is that the parent is able to ask questions and ‘pick holes in learning’ to ensure that the student is 
able to answer everything they can. The parent will make a list of the questions which their child struggled to answer, 
which work as a handy revision guide for them to focus on before repeating the process again!

A Guide to Dual-Coding: our brain is split into 2 parts, left and right. The left brain focuses on words, logic and 
structure and the right brain focuses more on creativity, pictures and imagination. Dual coding brings both sides of 
the brain together and allows your child to remember facts and topics by converting them into mental images. This 
technique is incredibly popular and underpins each of our workshops, as a way of encouraging students to learn 
that as long as their revision makes sense to them, it doesn’t matter how strange, loud and colourful it is!

D.O.S.E your child’s stress: these times we are living in are incredibly stressful. We have no control over what is 
happening outside, but we CAN control our thoughts and our actions (as we discuss in the Emotional Backpack and 
Circle of Control exercises). Learning about the chemicals which causes us to feel stressed and feel happy, is an 
essential part of metacognition. You will learn how to do things which make your brain and your child’s brain feel less 
stressed and more in control of thoughts. This is an invaluable learning experience.

Live Workshops via Zoom
5 x 30 minute workshops via Zoom delivered by a highly-skilled presenter 

The 5 presentations which you have received as part of your Online Provision act as a follow on to these workshops
(details below) 

Some of the techniques referred to in the presentations, will be discussed in the workshops in an interactive way,
allowing students to get involved and ask any questions they may have

Students benefit from being able to see the presenter discuss topics in real time

24/7 support via Email/Twitter/Facebook


